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formance constraints imposed by the physics of the detection process. Modern
Physics constraints on performance: there is continued emphasis on elucidating per
follows:
methods [4, 5] is not treated. General trends in detector R&D may be summarized as
techniques [3], essential to modern experimentation. The considerable progress in analysis
see Fig. 1 and Ref. No mention is made of the rapid progress in signal-processing
discussion of velocity measurements (time-of—flight, Cherenkov and transition radiation),
This report is incomplete. Among the important detection methods we omit the
directions of research and development (READ) activities indicated.
can be exposed. Typical applications in particle physics experiments will be discussed and
that the constraints on detector performance due to the physics of the detection process
and energy measurement. The basic principles of the methods are briefly described, so
These lectures aim to provide an overview of two major areas of detection: position
e.g. in nuclear medicine or material testing
astroparticle physics (Fig. 1). Increasingly such detectors are found in the applied sciences,
particle reactions in different scientific disciplines such as atomic, nuclear, particle and
of particles and quanta, i.e. their four-vector. They are therefore used in the study of
Particle detectors are the instruments used to measure the kinematic properties
1. INTRODUCTION
ments proposed for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is provided.
developments and an overview of the two general-purpose experi
discussed. Examples of these techniques are illustrated with recent
ples of and the physics constraints on the detection processes are
sented: position and energ measurements. Both the basic princi
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trail is predominantly produced by inelastic collisions between the incident particle, charge
In thin slabs of material, as is usually the case for tracking devices, the ionization
2.1 Electromagnetic energy loss by collision
this principle.
can be conveniently used. The large family of proportional and drift chambers thrives on
charge produced is usually too small for direct detection, but internal gas ampliiication
charge amplification (‘ion-chamber’ operation); in gaseous detection media the primary
electric’ medium). In solids and liquids the charge is usually detected without any internal
permit the transport of the ionization charge under the influence of an electric field (‘di
particle in the medium. This medium may be in solid, liquid, or gaseous form and must
Tracking detectors register the ionization trail left by the passage of the charged
2. TRACKING OF CHARGED PARTICLES
Figure 1: Dynamic range of measurements in experimental nuclear and particle physics.
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economy in time, manpower, and money) has led to increased use of industrial or
Industrial participation: the quest to prepare our experiments efiiciently (i.e. with
(i.e. experiments).
gration of many specialized sub-detectors into very complex ‘research laboratories’
Integration: the physics-driven need to measure ‘complete’ events leads to the inte
proved resolution and precision are more frequently required.
collision products. Detectors with higher granularity, larger dynamic range, and im—
favoured that cope with the higher multiplicity and larger momentum range of the
Resolution and precision: with the increase in accelerator energies, techniques are
contributed decisively to this approach.
lored to the specific study. The advent of reliable computer simulation codes has
Optimization of detectors: in present experiments the detectors are carefully tai
detectors (usually) operate close to these physics—imposed limits.
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of the particle, we find for a mip an energy loss (dE/dx)(mip) zi 2 MeV / g cm'
thickness [cm], a quantity which reflects the number of scattering centres in the passage
Expressing the absorber thickness in units of its area density, t = density 6 [g cm'3]
Figure 2: Average energy of charged particles as a function of momentum.
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loss (value at the minimum, saturation level) are material-dependent.
While this description gives the functional behaviour, the numerical values of the energy
the value of the energy reaches a plateau value (saturation due to the ‘density effect’).
(‘logarithmic rise’), where 7 = (1 — B2)`1/2. For very high values of the Lorentz factor 7
v/c. For B7 Q 3, the energy loss increases approximately logarithrnically with ln 7
(‘minimum—ionizing particles’, mips), below which the energy loss increases as l/B2, B
the incident particles, as is shown in Fig. 2. The function has a minimum at B7 z 3
This average energy loss has a very characteristic dependence on the velocity of
1 ¤ ies(z,,,,d)°·9 eV .
and I is the binding energy of electrons of the medium
zD = 41rNA rg me c= 0.3070 MeV/g cm`
where
dE D ZH] H`] Zll'lC 2 € 2 6 ¤_.;=1._.,<1,,..";..&-;.;¤-2 T` %[]III inc med B I 2
adequate approximation—as follows [6, 7]:
The average energy loss in this case can be described—with, for our purposes,
scintillation detectors) and ionization, the primary signal for tracking devices.
to excitation of the medium (followed possibly by the emission of light, the basis of
Z1, and the atomic electrons of the detector medium, charge Z2. These collisions lead
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loss measurements are summarized as a function of the number of measurements and
shown in Fig. 5, where the achievable relative precision (‘resolution’) of multiple energy
tering cross-sections on the absorber material [7]. An example of such a calculation is
(and extrapolated) cross-sections of real and virtual momentum-dependent photon scat
work is based on a rather complete description of the atomic properties, using measured
of gas composition, pressure and sample thickness is required. The theoretical frame
mization of such detectors a rather refined understanding of the energy loss as a function
(50 to ~ 200 times) measurement of the energy loss of the same particle. For the opti—
relatively good knowledge of the energy loss is needed, achievable only through a multiple
with a momentum measurement. lf such an identification is attempted event by event, a
frequently used to infer the mass of the particle (‘particle identification’) in combination
In modern gaseous tracking detectors, the velocity dependence of the energy loss is
after L. Landau, who was one of the first to analyse this problem
2 mc2B272). Such asymmetric distributions are frequently calledA‘Landau’ distributions,
energy loss, owing to the possibility of collision with rather larger energy transfer (Em,.
distribution’, Fig. 4. ln thin absorbers, this distribution is skewed to larger values of the
energy loss of particles will fluctuate about the mean value, as seen in the ‘energy loss
to the total energy loss. As a consequence, in a series of identical measurements, the
(order 105 to 106 elementary collisions for ~ 1 MeV energ loss) collisions that contribute
The energy loss of charged particles is a statistical process: it is caused by many
ordinate, dashed lines) as a function of momentum for different particles.
Figure 3: Range of particles (left ordinate, solid lines) and average energy loss (right
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lead (see also Fig. 3).
f0r low-Z materials (e. g. scintillator) t0 ~ 1.1 MeV/ g cm’2 for high-Z materials, such as
This value is seen to be rather universal, varying from a value 0f ~ 2 MeV/ g cm
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loci of constant sample thickness.
The crosses indicate the sizes and samplings of a number of devices. The dashed lines are
Figure 5: Calculated ionization resolution (% FWHM) contours for argon with B7 = 100.
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lnstrum. Methods 161 (1979) 45].
loss distribution of the particles passing through the gas. [After A. Walenta et al., Nucl.
in a 90% Ar + 10% CH4 gas mixture. This pulse—height distribution reflects the energy
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for the LEP machine (ALEPH and OPAL) were dimensioned specifically with this goal
detector length of close to 2 m are required to obtain this goal. Two tracking detectors
the ‘logarithmic rise’ requires FWHM ,$ 10%: approximately 100 measurements over a
B7 § 3 is at the level of FWHM f, 20% and is quite readily achievable, identification on
0f the gaseous absorber thickness. The resolution required for particle identification for
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detectors, calorimeters with charge-collecting readout, as will be discussed in Section 3.
solid-state strip and pixel devices. It is also applied to a totally different category of
the circuit. This signal formation is the basis for an important class of tracking detectors,
Also indicated is the time dependence of the induced charge and of the current flowing in
particle. The process is depicted for the geometry of a parallel-plate ion chamber in Fig. 6.
detectors, the collection of the ionization charge produced in the passage of the charged
In this section we describe the second process involved in the operation of tracking
2.3 Charge collection and signals in ion chambers
to the momentum measurement error with dp/ p [msc.] ~ 0.5%. Not negligible!
example, in 1 m of argon gas at STP, in a field B = 1 T, multiple scattering contributes
Note that this error is momentum-independent and in many cases not negligible. For
dp [m SC ] _ 0.05
error in the momentum measurement at the level of
field B [T], length L; A0 (magnet) = 0.3 B - L/p. Multiple scattering contributes to an
This deflection can be compared to the angular deflection of a particle in a magnetic
·PQggm ¤ F \/length/X0, p in [GeV/c].015 Q
be
with momentum go (GeV/c) in an homogeneous medium, characterized by X0, is found to
The r.m.s. deflection angle in a plane due to this multiple scattering for a particle
A, Z2, p the atomic number, charge and density of the medium.
·ln 183 ZQI/3) , where NA is the Avogadro number,g 3 ;% (XXI = 4oz r22/;
is given by the ‘radiation length’ X0 which can be approximated with the expression
A convenient measure for the number of scattering centres in the path of a particle
istc E5O a UgglI 47* Tg
z ZW ‘ 1
The total elastic Coulomb cross-section is approximately given by [9]
medium.
charged particles are elastically scattered and deflected in their passage through the
In addition to inelastic collisions producing excitations and ionization of the medium,
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solid-state ion chamber. A cross-section through such a detector is sketched in Fig. 7.
of an external electrical field. It is this layer which acts as an effective high-resistivity
free charge concentration. This depletion layer thickness is enlarged under the influence
respective regions of opposite-sign carriers, thus creating a ‘depletion layer’ of very low
detectors this is achieved by creating a ‘pn—junction’: the free carriers diffuse into the
only possible if the level of thermally generated free carriers is even smaller. In practical
Detection of this small amount of free—charge carriers in a semiconductor wafer is
noise charge ENC is typically at the level of 103 to a few 103 electrons) preampliiiers.
is approximately 25 000, sufficient to be processed directly with low—noise (the equivalent
used, typically having a thickness of 0.3 mm. The number of carriers produced by a mip
For tracking detectors, rather thin slices (‘wafers’) of a semiconducting material are
pendent [10].
Poisson fluctuations as the production of the electron-hole pairs is statistically not inde
The fluctuations are smaller (F being the Faco factor, F ~ 0.1 for Si) than the
\/N x/F - 6 0(E)/E-x/F·W -T.
limited by the fluctuations of the produced ion pairs N;
particles or photons (E, fy 100 MeV). The achievable energy resolution is in principle
note in passing that solid-state detectors can be used to absorb fully low-energy charged
with the value needed to produce a detectable photon in a scintillator (6 2 100 eV). We
relatively small when compared with the corresponding value in gases (6 z 30 eV) or
hole pair. Numerically, one finds 6 = 3.6 eV for Si and 4.2 eV for GaAs. This value is
(‘electron-hole’): N = E / 6, where 6 denotes the mean energy needed to create an electron
The energy loss E of a charged particle in a semiconductor produces N ion pairs
2.4 Solid-state ion chambers: Si and GaAs strip and pixel devices
for ions formed at the negatively biased plate (dashed lines); (b) uniform ionization.
Figure 6: Charge collection in an ionization chamber: (a) single-ion pair (solid lines), and
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e.g. r and b decays. A related use is the tagging of leptons from primary or secondary
larly promising application is the detection of secondary vertices from short—lived particles,
events (e.g. ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions, pp collisions at LHC energies). A particu
Such devices are of particular interest for precision tracking in very high-multiplicity
to individual readout electronics channels implemented on the electronics chip.
electrodes, collecting the ionization charge. Individual pixel electrodes are ‘bump’—bonded









two·dimensional, high-precision track registration (Fig. 8).
a step further: individual detector elements of approximately 0.1 >< 0.1 mm2 size permit
A recent development, ‘pixel’ detectors, takes the concept of microstrip detectors










system of very high redundancy for robust pattern recognition.
strip and pixel detectors for precision momentum spectroscopy with a proportional tube
ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The detector combines very—high—resolution Si and GaAs
Figure 9: Cross-section of the conceptual tracking detector under development for the
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the drift of electrons in gases (Fig. 11).
The gaseous properties, characterized by a(e), give rise to a rather diverse behaviour for
on the mean energy 6 of the electron and hence on the external electric field (Fig. 10).
T = N - a(e), N being the Avogadro number. The scattering cross—section 0(e) depends
where T is the mean time between collisions of the electron with the gas molecules,
_ UD — EE T ,
_, e · E
macroscopic drift velocity
external electric field, electrons (and positive ions) ‘drift’ along the direction of E" with a
be collected at electrodes in order to generate a detectable signal. In the presence of an
As in solid—state detectors, the ionization charge produced in a gas layer needs to
2.5 Amplification of ionization in gases
GaAs strips combined with the vertex power of pixel detectors [13].
relying for the high-precision momentum measurements on more than 106 Si and
Looking at the not-too-distant future, we imagine (Fig. 9) powerful tracking detectors
gration of the readout electronics into the detector wafer [12].
Modern developments aim at practical devices for experiments [11} and at the inte
area of a readout element.
silicon due to radiation increases the leakage current which is proportional to the
ii) smaller readout elements are less sensitive to radiation effects. Bulk damage to the
(series) noise constant);
reduces the power consumption of readout electronics (keeping the total electronic
i) subdividing a given detector area with detector capacitance CD into N small elements
devices even more attractive:
background. In addition, there are two technical aspects that make the operation of such
vertices, which may be a powerful way to enhance physics signatures over ‘conventional’
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ber is far too small to be detected conveniently for individual particles, but fortunately
a gaseous position detector) is quite small, typically 30-50 electron—ion pairs. This num
The number of ion pairs produced by a mip in 1 cm of gas (a typical thickness for
nally applied electric iield.









function of their energy.






where Eg = 8.85 pF /m and C is the capacitance of the detector per unit length.
(T) 211* Eg r ’ (Tl 27 Eg H T/a°
C W)C V}, 1
electric field E(r) and the potential V(r) are given by
0.02 to 0.05 mm, is surrounded by a cylindrical cathode of a radius b of order 1 cm. The
counter are sketched in Fig. 13. An anode wire, typically with a radius a in the range of
The basic geometry and the associated electric field distribution for a proportional
proportional chamber (MWPC).
fundamental and applied branches), the proportional counter (PC) and the multiwire
the most versatile and ubiquitous detectors in particle physics (also used in many other
With the elements discussed in the previous sections we can now analyse one of
2.6 Signal formation in ‘proportiona1 counters’
regions of operation.
Figure 12: Gain-voltage characteristics for a proportional counter, displaying the different
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for stable and reliable operation are found in the range of 104 to 105 [14].
in gas gain can be achieved, as shown schematically in Fig. 12. Typical values of gas gain
tion. Depending on the geometry and the strength of the collecting E field, large variations
where oz(x), the ‘1'irst Townsend’ coemcient, denotes the inverse mean free path for ioniza
M=exp c1(:r) dx| ,I2 fi
An ‘ ava.la.nche’ of electron—ion pairs is created with a multiplication factor M
medium.
trons acquire enough energy between successive collisions to ionize in turn the gaseous
‘intcma.l gas ampliicaticrf comes to the rescue: in su$ciemt1y strong electric fields, elec·
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equipotentials.
two planar cathodes, is shown in Fig. 14 together with a diagram of the electric Held
Prize in Physics [15]. The typical arrangement of the anode wires, sandwiched between
Proportional Chamber’ (MWPC), which earned its inventor, G. Charpak, the 1992 Nobel
An ingenious generalization of the proportional counter concept is the ‘Multiwire
the gas, controls the time dependence of the signal.
The parameter to : rr eo P 0.2/11+ CW), which contains all the information about
4%%
t t : --i— -1 1 t it . v<) ¤( +/0)
the induced signal is obtained in the form
drift over a much longer distance than the electrons. Similarly, the time dependence of
The induced signal is essentially due to the (slow) motion of the positive ions which
and typically v'/1;+ ~ 0.01.
2..,, 1 . 1 i
—· I d Z -.1.. .1 U UUUU U U° L.
11`(electrons) : / dv = · ln
ui-) j` G;
one mean free path /\ away from the anode surface. Integration yields
by assuming that all the internal charge amplification in the gas occurs at a distance of
due to both electrons and positive ions (E being the length of the detector). We simplify
ec ia-, ar
df_ Q dV d” `
Knowing the potential, it is straightforward to estimate the induced signal
Figure 13: Geometry and electric field configuration for a proportional counter.
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wide, arranged perpendicular to the anode wire direction.
MWPC has its cathode built in the form of strips (or wires or pads), typically 5-20
angles differing by 120°. A more elegant method is shown in Fig. 15, where a conventional
The simplest solution consists in using a stack of three chambers with wires oriented at
coordinate is also required for which a number of different schemes have been developed.
only one coordinate of a track position, perpendicular to the wire. Frequently, the second
Wire chambers have, however, one fundamental drawback: they measure ‘naturally’
A classic discussion is found in Ref. [14].
particle physics experimentation. It shaped most experiments during the 1970s and 1980s.
a time when the new accelerator facilities (ISR, FN AL, SPS) required new concepts in
The proportional chamber which combines these remarkable properties, came at
many HEP laboratories.
construction of large-area detectors (fy 10 mz) is possible and has been mastered by
adequate signal developed during ~ 100 ns (‘ pulse shaping’);
the detector is inherently fast, having occupation times of ~ 100 ns and with an
and still is a conditio sine qua non for large-scale, high-rate particle experiments;
the signal can be recorded electronically (as opposed to ‘optical detection); this was
ties:
come the most widely used instruments in particle physics owing to the following proper
These detectors (and their ‘derivatives’, as discussed in the next section) have be
field of a small displacement of one wire is also shown.
field equipotentials and tield lines in a multiwire proportional chamber. The effect on the
Figure 14: (a) Principle of construction of a multiwire proportional chamber. (b) Electric
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strip spacing determines the spatial resolution which may be better than 50 pm.







cathodes on a semi-insulating substrate [17].
modern, industrial fabrication procedures (eg. photolithography) to ‘print’ anodes and
(MSGC), shown in Fig. 16. It miniaturizes the MWPC principle by using imaginatively
A state—0f-the-art version of the MWPC is the ‘Microstrip Gas Avalanche Chamber
wire. Spatial resolutions of cr 2 0.05 mm have been obtained with this method [16].
analyse this charge distribution and to extract the position of the avalanche along the
coordinate. In the ultimate step the induced charge is registered: it becomes possible to
In addition to the anode wires, these cathode strips can be read, providing the second
increased precision in the coordinate measurement.
addition the induced charge is measured, a ‘centre-of·gravity’ determination may provide
tation permits the determination of the particle position in the direction of the wire. If in







reinforce the field in the transition region to the next cell.
to uniformly decreasing potentials, starting from ground in front of the anode. Field wires
Figure 17: Principle of construction of the drift chambers. Cathode wires are connected
—H V1 + Hvz — H V1
Field wire Anodic wire Field wire
-·-····
°°#**i ' ‘ ' ‘[@)
considerable reliability and predictive power [20].
[19]. Modern studies have been helped considerably by the advent of computer codes of
no unique answer since the optimization intimately depends on experimental conditions
been spent over the past 20 years in the search for the ‘perfect’ gas: there is of course
wire. Furthermore, the drift velocity is affected by magnetic fields. Enormous effort has
the field will change from a constant E field to one with an 1/1* increase near the anode
locity is E-field dependent (see Fig. 11): even in the most carefully constructed chambers
level. Another critical parameter is the ‘space—drift-time’ relation. In general, the drift ve
tion, these physics-imposed constraints limit the spatial resolution at the 50 to ~ 200 pm
contributions depend on the gas, operating conditions, and the electronic signal registra
ations of the primary ionization clusters (Fig. 18). While the numerical values of these
processes: the diffusion of the electron cloud initially surrounding the track, and fluctu
quality of the position-by—drift-time measurement is fundamentally limited by two physics
0.1 mm, is achieved. The principle of such a drift chamber is sketched in Fig. 17. The
with, typically, an order of magnitude higher resolution. ln practical detectors adm
0 Z d/v/E, the drift—time measurement allows an ‘interpolation’ of the track positions
conventional MWPCS, the spatial resolution a is limited by the anode wire separation d,
their creation (i.e. the track position) to the collecting anode is recorded. Whereas in
Drift chambers are MWPCs, where the drift time of the ionization electrons from
which have been particularly fertile.
mental conditions and requirements. Here, we discuss a small selection of chamber types
The basic MWPC concept can be (and has been) shaped to match varied experi
2.7 Wire chambers: variations on a theme
It is a novel technique at the verge of producing useful detectors [18].
tion with anodes spaced at ~ 0.2 mm intervals reaches spatial resolution of 0 ~ 50 pm.
As in the MWPC, the resolution is determined by the anode spacing: this incarna
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Figure 19: Concept of a ‘Time Projection Chamber’ (TPC).









has very recently been published [21].
power of such an instrument. A modern, detailed, excellent monograph on drift chambers
in operation in the LEP experiment ALEPH. One event display (Fig. 21) hints at the
bubble chamber with optical track registration. One of the largest TPCs built to date is
3-dimensional record of the event-associated tracks; it is the electronic analogue to the
pads’ and registration of the induced charge on the pads. Such TPCs provide a fully
etry (Fig. 20): a two-dimensional position measurement is accomplished, using ‘cathode
through an externally applied E field onto a MWPC with a rather refined readout geom
cles traversing this volume leave behind their ionization trail, with is drifted (‘projected’)
Fig. 19. Basically, it is a container filled with an appropriate drift gas. Charged parti
The ‘ultimate’ drift chamber is the ‘Time Projection Chamber’ (TPC) as shown in
space, and a contribution of the primary ion—pair statistics.
tronics dispersion, a physical diffusion term proportional to the square root of the drift
The experimental results have been decomposed into three contributions: a constant elec
Figure 18: Measured intrinsic accuracy in the drift chamber as a function 0f drift space.
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TPC operating at LEP.
Figure 21: Online ‘event’ display obtained from the information recorded in the ALEPH
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cathode ‘pad’ plane which permits ‘centre-of-gravity’ localization.
amplification on anode wires (MWPC principle) induces a signal on a highly subdivided
Figure 20: Section of a TPC end-plate detecting the traclvassociated ionization. Gas
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tum resolution 0(p) of magnetic spectrometers, for which a(p) / p ~ p;
The energy resolution improves with increasing energy, in contrast with the momen
a(E)/E ~ a(N)/N ~ 1/x/N_~ 1/»/`E`.
resolution
In principle, fluctuations in the production of these particles will determine the energy
produced in such a cascade should be proportional to the incident energy E, N ~ E.
through a series of inelastic collisions degrading its energy. The number of particles N
the energy measurement is based on the total absorption of the incident particle
(jets, the search for the top quark, etc.):
and the physics emphasis on studies of heavy objects (Z,W) or manifestations of quarks
which have made them increasingly more attractive with increasing accelerator energies
There are a number of performance features which characterize a calorimeter and
resolution’ of a detector.
the repeatability of response (‘statistical’ response) which determines the ‘energy
the average response as a function of energy and type of particle;
ters’):
The following key parameters characterize instruments for measuring energy (‘calorime
method of obtaining information on their kinematical properties.
information to momentum determination. For neutral particles and photons it is the sole
The energ measurement of particles and quanta provides frequently complementary
HADRONS
3. ENERGY MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRONS, PHOTONS, AND
~ 106 elements
4 rnrn >< 3000 mm
trigger Systems engineering(straws)
ElectronicsMini-drift tubes I Momentum
few >< 10° elements
0.8 mm >< ~ 3 m | trigger (fast, low-noise, small)
PhotodetectorsScintillating fibres | Momentum
50 pm >< 5 cm
chambers
manufacturingavalanche
Large—sca1eMicrostrip gas | Momentum
(few ,u positioning accuracy!)few x 10** elements
50 pm >< 1 cm Systems engineering
Momentum ElectronicsSi strips
> 107 elements
30 pm >< 300 pm | vertices
Electronics readoutSecondarySi ‘pixel’
Role Required breakthroughsType
Tracking techniques in the R&D phase
Table 1
New directions in tracking techniques are summarized in Table 1.
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‘critical’ energy the principal mechanism is due to bremsstrahlung.














lose energy by radiating ‘bremsstrahlung’ (Fig. 22), whereas photons degrade by pair
anisms through which the electromagnetic cascade is propagated. Electrons and positrons
processes. There are two high-energy (E 2, 100 MeV) electromagnetic energy loss mech
duces the salient features and serves as a ‘prototype’ for more complex models or cascade
The simplified description was first developed by Heitler and Rossi [22]. It repro
3.1 Model of an electromagnetic shower
tical instruments.
some recent studies on hadronic calorimeters, and finally discuss the construction of prac
In the following we shall provide a simplified description of e.m. calorimeters, present
feature is essential for online event selection (‘triggering’).
the energ information is available on a relatively fast (~ 1 psec) time scale. This
of the particle;
calorimeters may provide auxiliary information on the position and angle of incidence
cases ‘detected’ through the absence of any energy deposit (‘missing’ energy);
a distinctly different signature. Neutrinos, which interact only weakly, are in many
ters. Muons deposit energy predominantly through ionization and excitation, leaving
and therefore hadronic calorimeters are fundamentally different from e.m. calorime
calorimeters. Hadrons, however, are mostly absorbed through hadronic interactions,
only the e.m. interactions are important, providing the basis of ‘electromagnetic’
the response of calorimeters depends on the particle type. For electrons and photons
event information;
method for measuring neutral particles, 1r°,7,K°,n,u, needed to obtain complete
the calorimetric energy measurement is charge independent. It represents the only
ln E; magnetic spectrometers scale with L ~ \/5 such that a(p) / p = const.;
the depth D 0f the absorber required to totally absorb the incident particle is D
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dimension as a function of the shower depth. Given the relative simplicity of the e.m.
usage of these devices aims at measuring more refined features, e.g. the transverse shower
While the most important features are borne out by this simple description, modern
scale with the Moliére radius pM ~ 7A/Z.
the shower depth. In the later development of the cascade, the radial shower dimensions
ordinate the shower radius for 90% containment of the shower is given as a function of
very different materials, showing the scaling in units of radiation lengths X0. On the right
Figure 25: Longitudinal shower development (left ordinate) of 6 GeV/ c electrons in three
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well confirmed by observations (Fig. 25).
expressed in units of X0 for the given absorber material. This ‘scaling’ in X0 is rather
that the e.m. showers should all have the same longitudinal shape when the depth is
the only dimensional scale of the problem is the radiation length X0, we would conclude
This simple model points to a remarkable feature of the e.m. cascade. Given that
see Figs. 22 and 23). N umerically, the value for is is approximately e = 550 /Z (MeV).
bremsstrahlung and pair production are much smaller than for other energy loss processes,
reached a ‘critical energy’ 6, below which further multiplication stops (cross-sections for
This cascading will continue until the energy of the components in the shower has
X0[g cm`2] ~ 180 A/Z2 for Z 2, 10.
approximation, XO can be estimated as
ing, as a measure of the number of e.m. scattering centres per unit length. In a rough
the same quantity discussed in Section 2.2 in connection with multiple Coulomb scatter
the length over which the energy is degraded to E / E0 = e‘1. This radiation length is
AE (radiation) : —E(AX/X0) ,
a related length, the ‘radiation length’ defined through the equation
OCR OutputThe characteristic dimensions are set by the mean free path between collisions, or
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extraction—~—are split:
called ‘sampling’ calorimeters. The two essential functions—particle absorption and signal
performance parameters are frequently more important and can be better achieved in so
While the homogeneous e.m. calorimeters have the best energy resolution [25], other
is due to photon statistics, not tracklength fluctuations.
resolution a(E ) / E E 0.04/ x/F is observed: for this category of detectors the limitation
light due to e+ and e‘; a cutoff 17 ~ 0.056 is estimated. Experimentally, however, a
ii) Lead-glass absorbers: the shower detection is based on the observation of Cherenkov
(GeV), consistent with observed energy resolution.
One estimates that this results in a tracklength fluctuation 0(Tm)/Tvis ¤ 0.7%/E1
i) Nal crystals: these scintillators are found to have an equivalent cut-off of 17 sz 0.046.
sitive absorbers. Two examples should illustrate this concept.
It should be stressed that this analysis applies to homogeneous and uniformly sen
17 gé 0 T(visible) = F(17/e)E/e .
17 = 0 T(visible) : T(total) = E /6
can write [24]
a typical reason is threshold effects in the minimum detectable energy r7. Summarizing we
In general, T(visible) 3 T(total), where T(visible) depends on the detector medium;
constraint on the energy resolution.
fluctuation in the ‘measurable’ (or ‘visible’) tracklength T should present the principal
detectable signal is caused by the charged tracks (electrons and positrons) in the cascade;
estimate the energy resolution, i.e. the fluctuation in response of an e.m. calorimeter. The
The simple shower model sketched in the previous section can serve as a guide to
3.2 Energy resolution of electromagnetic calorimeters
depths (i.e. small energies of the shower particles).
mate scaling in XO is seen to be valid, with, however, significant deviations at large shower
Figure 26: Calculations of e.m. shower profiles using the computer code EGS4; approxi
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modern e.m. calorimeters [23].
which has become the de facto standard for the optimization and the understanding of
scription. In Fig. 26 we show a sample calculation with the most widely used code, EGS,
interactions, Monte Carlo procedures have been developed to provide a very faithful de
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the e.m./hadronic component broaden (worsen) the energy resolution. The average
spire to lower the average response for hadrons relative to electrons. Fluctuations of
out layer compared with the energetic cascade component. All these effects con
The low-energ products will in general be registred very differently in the read
10 GeV incident energy) of its energy to overcome the binding energy of nucleons.
the purely hadronic component will invest a considerable fraction (~ 15-20% at
a mean value event by event;
nent. The relative amount (~ 30% for 10 GeV incident energy) will fluctuate about
owing to rr° production, the hadronic cascade has a substantial e.m. cascade compo
of the physics constraints on the energ resolution (see Fig. 28):
This picture of the hadronic cascade suggests the following qualitative description
absorption length (see Fig. 27).
hadronic cascade, provided the absorber (or HC) is measured in units of the respective
the longitudinal dimensions of the hadronic cascade. Therefore, we find also scaling of the
free path between inelastic collisions or the absorption length Aabs, which characterizes
As for e.m. cascades, there is also an equivalent characteristic length scale, the mean
the cascade and in most cases will not contribute to a measurable (‘visible’) energy.
range. The binding energ to boil—off these nucleons is ‘robbed’ from the energy of
l—10 MeV, neutrons and protons (‘boil off ’ particles) with E in the ~ 1 to ~ 10 MeV
low-energy debris emitted from the excited target nucleus, such as photons with E
produced 1r°’s will subsequently be absorbed electromagneticallyl
high-energy secondaries, such as vr+,1r‘,rr°—> 77, p, n... . Note that the hadronically
material, produces a multitude of particles, that can be grouped as follows:
plifying, an incident hadron, interacting inelastically with the nuclei of the calorimeter
inelastic interactions leads quantitatively to a rather diHerent performance of HCs. Sim
tic collisions——also applies to hadronic calorimeters (HCs), the complexity of the hadronic
While the calorimetric measurement concept—degradation through successive inelas
3.3 Energy measurement of hadrons
compared with the potential of homogeneous e.m. calorimeters.
and hence the energy resolution is expected to be a(E) / E ~ 0.04 / \/F, significantly worse
readout layer). For sampling e.m. calorimeters with rather Hne sampling AE fw 1 MeV,
where AE(MeV) represents the mip energy loss per sampling cell (absorber plate plus
from the simple e.m. cascade model) to follow a(E)/E ¤ O.O4[AE(MeV)/E(GeV]1
e.m. calorimeters the energy resolution is empirically found (and can also be deduced
detectable tracklength and hence decreases the energy resolution. For typical sampling
the cascade in the usually small fraction of active readout layers reduces significantly the
These features have to be weighed against the following negative point: the ‘sampling’ of
the compactness of the detector can be improved.
choice of the sensor method;
electron / hadron discrimination);
the absorber material can be chosen to optimize certain performance parameters (eg.
This construction method offers the following advantages:
layers of ‘active’ readout sensors (e.g. sheets of scintillator, wire chambers, etc,).
layers of ‘passivc’ absorbers (e.g. sheets of iron, lead, etc.) are alternated with
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constraint on the hadronic energy resolution.
hadrons, both at equivalent energies. This difference in response is the major physics
Figure 28: Conceptual difference between signals produced from electrons and from







absorption and radiation length.
not scale in A (10 GeV/c rr’s). Note that marble and aluminium have almost identical
showers. The radius of the cylinder for 90% lateral containment is much larger and does
as a function of shower depth, scaling in A is found for the narrow core (FWHM) of the
those measured with respect to the face of the calorimeter. For the transverse distributions
tributions are measured from the vertex of the shower and are therefore more peaked than
different materials, showing approximate scaling in absorption length A. The shower dis
Figure 27: Longitudinal shower development (left ordinate) induced by hadrons in three
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energy for several different calorimeters [26].
response ratio for electrons to hadrons (‘e/h’) is shown in Fig. 29 as a function of
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through a judicious choice of the readout material and its thickness relation to the absorber
original energy defect could be ‘compensated’ (see Fig. 29). It is furthermore possible
energy [27]. As a consequence, such devices are measured to have ‘e/h’¤ 1, i.e. the
Pb, etc.) these neutrons will induce fission, liberating a significant amount of detectable
the number of slow neutrons contained in the cascade. In very heavy absorbers (U, Th,
In one approach, the fraction of the purely hadronic component is probed through
tion. Two different strategies were adopted, which resulted in major improvement.
suggested to ‘repair’ this energ defect (‘e/h’> 1) with the aim of improving the resolu
Once the basic physics limitations in hadronic calorimetry were understood, it was
3.4 ‘Compensating’ hadronic calorimeters
the energy resolution.
resolution is so poor that sampling fluctuations can be made small enough not to dominate
more than twice as large as e.m. sampling fluctuations. However, for HCs the intrinsic
a(E)/E ~ 0.09 [AE(MeV)/E(GeV]1/2 ,
built as sampling calorimeters. The empirical parametrization can be given in the form
sampling fluctuations. Practical HCs, given the dimensions required, are always
non-linear and non—uniform response of the readout devices;
incomplete containment of the cascade (‘leakage’);
be ‘instrumental’ contributions:
In addition to these physics effects limiting the intrinsic resolution, there will always
a(E)/E M 0.-4 [E(GeV)]'° , cy fg 0.5 .
finds for the intrinsic energy resolution
Most calorimeters show an ‘e/h’ ~ 1.4 at GeV. For. this category of instruments one
calorimeters: compensated (e/h ~ 1) and non—compensated devices.
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the response is linear as a function of energy (Fig. 31a);
lutions improve less rapidly (Fig. 31b);
the energy resolution improves as E1/2, whereas in oonventional detectors the reso
There are further important advantages of compensation (see Fig. 31)
of the sampling fraction (scintillator (absorber)).

















achieve an oEline compensation, with similar benefits to those obtained with intrinsically
shower, can be identified. In the ofliine analysis appropriate weighting factors are used to
finely subdivided calorimeters these e.m. components, ‘riding’ on top of the hadronic
of an e.m. shower are much shorter than those of the hadronic cascade. For sufhciently
length is much shorter than the absorption length. Therefore, the longitudinal dimensions
fraction of the e.m. component. It exploits the fact that in high Z absorbers the radiation
The second method [29,30] is also based on recognizing event by event the relative
o(E)/E(e/h : 1) z 0.2 E'°, cr = 0.5.
an intrinsic energ resolution
response event by event, i.e. the energy resolution. One Hnds for compensated calorimeters
on average (‘e/h’ ~ 1), but also that optimal compensation dramatically improves the
in Fig. 30: these results demonstrate not only that rather precise compensation is possible
signal produced by the first component. This ‘tuning’ of the ‘e/h’ response [28] is shown
(‘sampling’ fraction) to change the strength 0f the signal due to neutrons relative to the
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in compensated detectors only.
compensated instruments the resolutions scales as 1/x/ E; (c) response function: Gaussian
sponse: linear in oompensated instruments only; (b) scaling of energy resolution: only in
Figure 31: Performance summary of (un)compensated calorimeters; (a) linearity of re
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(Fig. 310).
suring eHects that depend critically on the knowledge of the resolution function
the resolution function is symmetric (Gaussian); this fact is very helpful when mea—
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with a factor (mp/me)2. Both the radiation length for muons and the critical energy
phenomena—due to acceleration in the electric field of the absorber nuclei—are scaled
the physics of the muon absorption is very similar to that of electrons, the radiation
little energy in dense absorbers and have therefore great ‘penetrating’ power. While
ii) Muon identification: conceptually, it is relatively easy to identify muons, which lose
discrimination power of 102 to 103 is achievable.
change) varies in the range of ~ lO_2O’m;a[(~ 10 GeV) to 10‘3a,0,a|(,2 100 GeV), a
on nucleons of the absorber sets a lower, energy-dependent limit. As 0 (charge ex
1r"p —> Tru + n (low—energy)
predominantly electromagnetically. For pions the charge-exchange reaction
The discrimination power of this method is limited by interactions, which proceed
can be maximized by using high-Z absorbers, e.g. Pb, W, U, etc.
X0[g cm-?] 18OA/Z2 A2/3
~ ~
~ (mN ` ’A[g cm'?] 35A*/3 g
shower dimensions. The ratio, given by
i) Electron—hadron discrimination: it is based on the difference in the longitudinal
particles, not easily identifiable otherwise.
The difference in calorimetric response can be used effectively to identify certain
3.5 Particle identification using calorimetry
total energy, measured in GeV.
AE = energy loss by a single charged particle in one sampling layer, measured in MeV; E
and non-Gaussian tail.(energy leakage)
of shower For leakage fraction 2, few %: non-linear response
Incomplete containment | 0/ E ~ log E
limit high-energy performance.
Calibration errors; non-uniformities: 0/ E ~ constant
limit low~energy performance.
determine minimum detectable signal;
Instrumental effects [ Noise and pedestral width: 0/ E ~ 1 / E
Sampling fluctuationsal \ a/E 2 0.04/ \/AE/E | cr/E 2 0.09/ \/AE/E
a/E 2 0.20/,/i I
With compensation for nuclear effects:
0-/E 2 0.50/ \/E[@I;
fluctuations
Track length fluctuations: Fluctuations in the mechanism ofIntrinsic shower a/ E 2 0.005/ N/E[GeV] l energy loss:
(add in quadrature)
Hadronic showersmechanisms | Electromagnetic showers
Contributing
Limitations to energy resolution
Table 2
The limitations to e.m. and hadronic energy resolution are summarized in Table 2.
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calorimeter;
iii) uniformity: the signal should not depend on the position of the energy deposit in the
ii) noise: instrumental noise should not dominate the energy resolution;
saturation at high energies);
i) linearity: the RO should not introduce non-linearities in the energy response (e.g.
There are many criteria by which to judge a readout method (RO):
one for a given application.
perimenter to choose (or to develop) the method which on balance is the most appropriate
applications. There is no ‘universal’ best readout scheme and it is incumbent on the ex
velopment of readout methods that are optimized for the many different experimental
Over the past twenty years considerable effort has been directed towards the de
3.6 Readout methods for calorimeters
if no neutrinos are produced in the collision (‘missing’ energy).
acceptance, the total energy observed should be equal to the total energy available,
tor (‘missing’ momentum). Alternatively, in calorimeters with essentially complete 41r
as recorded in the calorimeter, may not be consistent with the resolution of the detec
E I f(¢i¤0i)>
interaction in the calorimeter. In such a case, the apparent momentum imbalance
iii) Neutrinos: production of neutrinos is usually inferred through the absence of any
needed.
rejection, measurements on the exiting particle (direction, momentum) are
on energy, hadron rejection at the level of ,2 102 may be achieved. For higher
cles behind such an absorber, which could be mistaken for muons. Depending
this method is limited by the probability that hadrons produce charged parti
incident particles, except muons and neutrinos. The discrimination power of
sorber, which may be instrumented and serve as a calorimeter, absorbs all
b) Measurement of charged particles behind a (passive) absorber. This ab
hadrons produce the very characteristic hadronic showers.
The muon is identified by its signal compatible with the energy loss, whereas
division: typical for this method are calorimeter facilities used for u physics.
a) Measurement of the energy loss in calorimeters with high longitudinal sub
Two instrumental methods are frequently used to detect the production of muons.
Z me
6** : 550 M V 2 -—i (E) ~ 000 oev.
——;—· ; X5 ~ 800 m; Z m,.- X0(Fe)[g cm 2
180A 2 2
As an example, the radiation length in iron is estimated:
meO O me
- Ea Z Ee »X# Z Xs
c,,, above which energy loss by radiation dominates, scale with this factor:
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a dense medium (gas at high pressure, noble liquids of Ar, Kr, Xe) to generate an adequate
RO. Systems based on the ion—chamber RO usually offer higher performance, but need
(proportional or streamer tubes, drift chambers) provide large-area, relatively low-cost
Charge—collecting methods come in a great variety. Gaseous wire-chamber systems
(proportional or saturated gas amplification).
Charge produced in a proportional gas and amplified internally on suitable readout wires
argon) collected at electrodes, which may also function as the passive absorber plates. (d)
(c) Charge produced in an electron-transporting medium (e.g. liquified or high-pressure
scintillator readout by photon absorption and conversion in a wavelength shifter plate.
(a) Plates of scintillator optically coupled individually to a photomultiplier. (b) Plates of
Figure 32: Schematic representation of frequently used calorimeter readout techniques:
ANALOG SIGNAL

















ABSORBER SCINTILLATOR CHARGE SENSITIVE
the use of Cherenkov light produced in transparent solids (e.g. Pb glass) or liquids.
calorimeters (crystals) and in metal—scintillator sandwich devices. Another possibility is
shown in Fig. 32. Light—collecting methods use scintillators, both as homogeneous e.m.
Generically, two categories of RO methods have found widespread use, as conceptually
may require calibration accuracies at the 0.1% level.
vi) calibration: this is a particularly important point, as modern precision calorimeters
nation of multiparticle final states);
v) spatial granularity: physics may require it (vr° identification, invariant-mass determi
iv) temporal behaviour: must be matched to the experimental application;
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signal processing (rm time ,2 30 ns). An artist’s sketch gives the details in Fig. 36.
cable connections from the collecting electrodes to the preamplifiers, needed for fast
has been invented [33] to achieve ‘tower’ RO combined with very short, low·capacity
perpendicular to the shower axis (Fig. 35a). The ‘acc0rdion’ arrangement (Fig. 35b)
recent development. In conventional LAr calorimeters the absorber plates are oriented
iv) LAr ‘Accordion’ Calorimetry: freedom from sensor orientation was also used in this
hadronic barrel calorimeter of the ATLAS LHC experiment.
is placed behind a (1/\—thick) e.m. calorimeter. This concept has been chosen for the
a scintillator topology will perform as a ‘conventional’ tile-calorimeter, provided it
shower (Fig. 34). Monte Carlo studies and beam tests have demonstrated that such
venerable concept of tile calorimetry by orienting the tiles in the direction of the
iii) Scintillating Plate Calorimetry: a recent R&D project [32] adds a new twist to the
a general-purpose calorimeter facility.
‘natural’ longitudinal segmentation, which makes the use of this principle delicate in
of the fibres, running from the front face to the back of the calorimeter, prevents
‘tower’ RO of calorimeters, a must for modern storage-ring detectors. The orientation
hadron calorimeters and achieves therefore excellent energy resolution. It allows also
Held. This technique achieves in an elegant way compensation in Pb/scintillating
ii) Scintillating Fibre Calorimetry: several groups [31] have made contributions to this
resolution is observed to be close to the value corresponding to perpendicular incidence.
of incidence. Already for a small angular offset from coaxial incidence (02 > 3°) energy
Figure 33: Variation of energy resolution in scintillating fibre calorimeter versus angle
S, (dcgrusl
-1 0 1 2 3 L S 6
+ + { l l +
LO G•V 1x'
of freedom, which is being used to advantage in several large calorimeter projects.
axis to 90° (‘conventional’ sensor orientation). This insensitivity allows a new degree
energy resolution varies little when changing the direction of incidence from 3° off
scintillating fibres embedded in a metal (eg. Pb) matrix. Figure 33 shows that the
by several groups working on sampling calorimeters, using small-diameter (~ 1 mm)
i) Principle of Insensitivity to Sensor Orientation: this was shown most convincingly
ments. The ‘unorthodoxy’ is particularly prevalent in modern sampling calorimeters.
In the following we concentrate on some recent, sometimes ‘unorthodox’ develop
diamond layers.
signal level. Semiconducting detectors have been used for small devices. The intrepids like
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organization in ‘towers’, while keeping connections to RO electronics very short.
calorimeter (a) with the ‘accordion’ arrangement. (b) The latter geometry permits RO
Figure 35: Comparison of the ‘conventional’ absorber-readout arrangement in a LAr
Particle
Particle
the mechanical construction of large collider calorimeters.
shower direction. This orientation eases the coupling to the readout fibres and simplifies
Figure 34: A slice of a scintillating tile-calorimeter. The tiles are oriented radially along the
Un U




for the achievable resolution and linearity, measured in a large—scale prototype, is shown
controlled at a level acceptable even for very high quality calorimetry [33]. An example
decreased signal/ noise, but recent work has demonstrated that the electronic noise can be
and the collision rate is shown in Fig. 38. One pays for this fast pulse—shaping with
noise, particle noise (‘pile—up’ noise) due to energ deposit by particles in the calorimeter
area’ shaping) is used to avoid average baseline shifts. The relation between electronic
used to infer a measure of the total ionization deposited. Bipolar pulse-shaping (‘equal
identical to signal shaping time, as indicated in Fig. 37. The ‘initial’ induced current is
between plates are at the level of 300 to 500 ns. However, occupation time is not necessarily
velocity of the ionization electrons is UD ~ 5 mm/ps and occupation times in the gap
It is frequently said that LAr calorimeters are ‘slow’ devices, given that the drift
accordion absorber.
trodes follow the accordion-shaped absorber plates. (b) Simulation of a shower in the
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ordinate and top abscissa).
U / LAr calorimeter (dashed lines), as a function of the signal shaping time /\ (right-hand
sensitive areas. It is compared with the typical electronic noise, as realized in the HELIOS
product of the shaping time A and the collision rate n (bottom abscissa) for two different
Figure 38: Estimates (solid lines) of pile—up noise (left ordinate) as a function of the
Shaping time A [ns] 1 collision rate Ins"]
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impulse; (c) observed signal from a LAr calorimeter (a) convoluted with the response (b).
applications fast bipolar pulse-shaping is used. Shown is the response of the RO to a 6
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in Section 3.5. The ,u-momentum measurement requires two essential components:
ciple of muon identification with and behind a hadronic calorimeter has been explained
particle experiments (Z-—> phi', Higgs —> ZZ ——> 4p or 2,u + 2e, Z' —> ;i;i...). The prin
Muon spectroscopy is an essential, if not the most important, measurement in many
4. MUON MOMENTUM MEASUREMENT
crystals have important applications outside particle physics, e.g. in nuclear tomography.
bilities have been developed, summarized in Table 3 [36]. lt should be noted that such
concentrates on fast, radiation-resistant and economic crystals. Several attractive possi
which developed the use of ‘BGO’ crystals for large—scale applications [35]. Recent work
lating crystals. Considerable work was inspired by the success of the L3 Collaboration,
The best e.m. energy resolution is obtained using homogeneously sensitive scintil
prototype.
charge collection. The energy resolution of 0 ~ 4%/ x/E has been achieved in a large-scale
homogeneous LKr calorimeter in which the accordion—shaped electrodes are inserted for
resolution, operating at interaction rates of ~ 1 MHz, is being developed. It is an almost
high-precision CP—violation experiment, for which an e.m. calorimeter with superb energ
timate potential by the NA48 Collaboration [34]. The experiment is designed for a very
The concept of precision ionization calorimetry in noble liquids is taken to its ul
pulse·shaping, as will be required for operation at the LHC, was implemented.
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8.2 0.9 2.2PbWO4 10 325, 430
7.66PbF2 0.94 2.24
5.24 2.13BaLiF3 3.13 < 25 435
6.32 1.18 2.71ThF4 5 25 [ 315, 330, 450




BEF2 2.06 3.39 0.6 210
1.117.13 2.33BGO 300 480
length (cm) ] radius(cm) ] (nsec) | emission (nm)
Crystal [ Density [ Radiation [ Moliere [ Decay time ] Peak
precision electromagnetic calorimetry
Characteristics of candidate crystals for
Table 3
Nice challenge!
momentum measurement is required, the sagitta error has to be at the level of ~ 50 nm.
will see a field integral of ~ 3 Tm (10 Tm?) resulting in sagitta of 0.5 mm. If a 10%
over distances of 3-4 m. A 1 TeV muon-typical for the muon detection at the LHC
With today’s magnet technologies it is possible to aim for B-fields near B ~ 1 T
Wl`1€I`€ AN % + Z N1+ N2 + N3 .
= A —;— V T , / NJ, Ge /c, ,mp ——— P ]OISBLZ¤<1¤)
spatial resolution of 0 [mm], the momentum accuracy is found to be (see Ref. [35]).
the number of position measurements of these three locations is N1, N2, N3, each with a
the track is measured at the start, the centre, and at the end of the magnetic field. If
fields in air the ‘sagitta’ measurement is the one most frequently used. The position at
While there are several methods to measure the curvature, for muons in magnetic
chambers.
determined by the material of the tracking chambers and possibly by the air between the
Collaboration [35]. In such spectrometers, the multiple scattering is much reduced and
better resolution, magnetic fields in air are employed, as used, for example, by the L3
where L is the thickness of magnet iron traversed. If the physics programme requires
dp/ p (multiple scattering) z 0.20/ \/ L [m] ,
considerable multiple scattering which sets a lower limit to the momentum accuracy of
strong magnetic fields (B fl 1.8 T). Muons, however, when traversing the iron, experience
Two categories of magnets have been employed: magnetized iron magnets provide rather
p -·=p/0.2998 B, p [rn], p [GeV/c], B [T] .
p in the magnetic Held B:
a momentum-dispcrsing magnet and tracking detectors to measure the radius of curvature
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troscopy.
toroid is used for the muon spectrometer allowing for powerful stand-alone muon spec
vides the magnetic field for charged·particle analysis. An independent superconducting
Figure 41: Longitudinal cross-section through the ATLAS detector. A 2-T solenoid pro
zzcuu
nsw











Figure 40: Isometric view of the superconducting air-toroid magnet adopted bythe ATLAS
muon magnet (Figs. 40 and 41).
[13] (Advanced Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) has adopted a superconducting toroid for the
muon spectrometer shapes the overall experimental concepts. The ATLAS Collaboration
be given to the muon momentum measurement. As a consequence, the concept of the
Both collaborations have concluded that the overriding design consideration is to
the LHC.
few remarks about two general—purpose pp detectors present under intense evalutation for
This rapid ‘t0ur d’h0riz0n’ of modern particle detectors will be concluded with a
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are actively engaged in worldwide R&D to prepare the LHC experiments.
imentation ever to be faced: the LHC. Approximately 3000 physicists and engineers
iii) the past was an excellent training ground for one of the biggest challenges in exper
the limits of present-day technologies;
the noise imposed by the signal processing chain, which also frequently operates at
the physics of the detection process;
requirements; modern detectors (usually) operate close to the limits imposed by
ii) the performance of detectors has been continuously improved, driven by the physics
experiments;
tation was carried out, stimulated to a large extent by the requirements of the LEP
i) during the past 15 years a major effort on R&D in particle detectors and instrumen
The following general comments characterize experimentation in particle physics:
interleaved with muon chambers for good stand—a1one muon spectroscopy.
ing solenoid provides a powerful field for inner tracking; the magnetized return yoke is
Figure 42: Longitudinal cross-section through the CMS detector. A 4-T superconduct
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better than 15% at 1 TeV transverse momentum is expected.
contributes to the muon momentum-measurement. In both experiments muon resolution
surrounds the inner detector and the calorimetry. The iron return yoke is magnetized and
superconducting, solenoid (Fig. 42) for the muon spectrometer magnet [37]. This magnet
The CMS Collaboration (Compact Muon Spectrometer) has selected a high-Held (4 T)
ments. The overall length of the detector is approximately 26 m and its diameter 22 m.
geometry) and the ‘inner detector’ with Si, GaAs and proportional-tube tracking ele
surrounds hadronic (scintillator-tiles) and electromagnetic calorimetry (LAr accordion
It provides a B-field of ~ 0.8 T over a distance of more than 5 m. The magnet
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